East Sussex Reset
Six missions:
Recovery as opportunity

Enigma Bikes, Hailsham
Founded in 2008, Enigma is the UK’s leading
manufacturer of custom titanium bicycles.
Dedicated to maintaining traditional craft skills,
Enigma is investing in the future with its training
and apprenticeship programme.

Photo: Caitlin Lock
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W

e are at a pivotal moment in the lives of
businesses in East Sussex. We need to reset,
to adapt and build resilience for the future.

We must seize the opportunities for long-term change now,
so that we can build a stronger, more inclusive and more
sustainable future for the East Sussex economy. Ours is a
beautiful, agile county awake to the challenges, poised for
growth and ready to move forward with confidence.
This Team East Sussex guide summarises the issues that
we have to address, the changes we should make and
the resources we can access. Our plans are organic, they
will continue to respond to the demands of the rapidly
changing world in which we live.
We invite all businesses in the county to contribute to,
and benefit from, the initiatives we are seeking to put
in place.

Forward not back
Six missions
Mission 1 Thinking local, acting local
Mission 2 Building skills, creating jobs
Mission 3 Fast-forwarding business
Mission 4 Better places, fuller lives
Mission 5 Cleaner energy, greener transport
Mission 6 The future is digital
What’s next?
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East Sussex Reset: Six missions: How to see recovery as opportunity

Introduction
Forward not back
The Covid-19 pandemic has had, and continues to have,
a significant impact on the lives of those who live and work
in the county. As elsewhere in the world, it also disrupts
business, employment and economic growth.
In response, Team East Sussex has produced a comprehensive
strategic action plan which is summarised here. The plan
is the result of an intensive dialogue with over 50 partner
organisations, from council members and educational
institutions to industry leaders and small businesses.

Introduction Forward not back

Facing the future
Looking forward we believe we can
create real change and opportunity,
not just recover. The delivery programme
shows how. It focuses on business,
skills, employment and place while
acknowledging the wider impact of
the pandemic on society and the many
interdependent initiatives already
underway.
It aims to achieve the resilience and
renewal necessary for the county’s
future economic activity.
Leading the initiative is Team East Sussex,
the local federated board for the South
East Local Enterprise Partnership. We are
coordinating the programme, lobbying
government for supportive action and
developing the case for future funding.

Our membership is made up of business,
local authority, social enterprise and
education representatives from across
the county. These strong partnerships
are at the core of the programme.
A dynamic plan
We will manage and constantly
monitor the action plan to make sure it
is working positively, taking advantage
of all opportunities in responding to the
pandemic. We encourage all businesses,
organisations and enterprises to be actively
involved in our developing plan, so please
get in touch and give us your support.
Graham Peters
Chairman, Team East Sussex
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East Sussex Reset
Six missions
We have identified six missions to support
the East Sussex economy and livelihoods.
Each one aims to go beyond just recovery
to reset the opportunities for businesses,
employers and employees while improving
the local infrastructure and environment.

East Sussex Six missions

Mission 1
Thinking local,
acting local
Mission 2
Building skills,
creating jobs

Mission 6
The future is digital

Six
missions
Mission 5
Cleaner energy, greener
transport

Mission 3
Fast-forwarding
business
Mission 4
Better places,
fuller lives
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Flimwell Park, Flimwell
Set amongst 46 acres of broadleaved, coppiced
Sussex woodland, Flimwell Park is a pioneering
new working and living development. Innovative
design is being used to create an original mixed-use
community.

Photo: Roland De Villiers
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Mission 1
Thinking local, acting local
We believe it is important to rethink how
we can benefit by being locally minded.
This gives businesses an opportunity
to turn recovery into growth and build
investment in the local economy.

Mission 1 Thinking local, acting local
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We are initiating a Buy Local supply chain programme across all
business sectors to stimulate local enterprise and a countywide
Good Food growth campaign.
An inward investment strategy aimed at London and Home Counties
is underway to take advantage of any shift towards home and local
working, to reduce commuting and to encourage businesses of all
kinds to consider relocating to East Sussex.
The Business East Sussex Growth Hub will be the first point of contact for
business to access business advice, relevant grants, loans and funds from
Government and other sources to help them adapt, recover and grow.
It makes sense for businesses and public sector organisations to
focus their procurement on local contractors, suppliers and providers.
This helps to support local employment and training too.
A newly launched Business Hothouse programme will provide support
to embryonic entrepreneurs currently looking to start a business.

Hello Flamingo, Newhaven
An award-winning creative design and
manufacturing company, Hello Flamingo produces
immersive displays and props for leading retail and
fashion brands such as Harvey Nichols, Selfridges,
Barbour and Ted Baker.

Main photo: Ted Baker
Inset photo: Hello Flamingo
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Mission 2
Building skills, creating jobs
Recognising the likely impact on the
economy of high unemployment, particularly
amongst young people, we urgently need to
retain our local skills, support employment
and grow an agile workforce with greater
skills levels.

Mission 2 Building skills, creating jobs

We will offer targeted support for the development of sector specific
skills, and for furloughed and redundant employees, in conjunction
with employers and skills providers.
Acknowledging the likelihood of high unemployment among young
people, we will actively promote job placements, apprenticeships and
traineeships through employer incentive schemes and local networks.
We are working with education to deliver training, including basic skills,
short courses and digital skills programmes for tomorrow’s workforce.
Plans include work academies to help young people into employment,
and new courses and learning packages for businesses to aid their
recovery and growth.
A Careers Hub has been established to support the development
of young people’s employability skills, including virtual employer
encounters or workplace experiences, and parental engagement.
An East Sussex website providing up-to-date information on jobs
available, career choices and learning opportunities for adults and
young people seeking employment has been created.
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Surrey NanoSystems, Newhaven
Creators of the world’s blackest black – Vantablack
– a coating with ultra-low reflectance, Surrey
NanoSystems operates at the cutting edge of
advanced materials research, engineering design
and manufacturing.

Opera House, Glyndebourne
East Sussex has a significant creative and cultural
sector. With theatre in Eastbourne and opera at
Glyndebourne, cultural organisations like these
support performers, back stage teams and ancillary
staff, as well as those that are suppliers and
contractors to the sector.

Ucit dolo et fugitiur, quis
voluptatem quisi nobis
conseratet plabo. Itate ellaudit
pelitat inulles simusantibea cus,
tem invel moluptas.

Left photo: Surrey Nanosystems
Above photo: © Glyndebourne Productions Ltd. Photo: James Bellorini
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Mission 3
Fast-forwarding business
The service and retail economy is vital
to East Sussex, particularly the creative
and cultural sector, as well as the leisure,
hospitality and tourism industries. Our aim is
to get these businesses back on their feet and
people back into work.

Mission 3 Fast-forwarding business
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A programme to assist the tourism sector is now underway across the
South East. We will develop a coordinated media campaign across
Sussex with relevant and up-to-date content. This includes a Buy Local,
Stay Local website to promote local food and drink businesses, and the
promotion of Sussex Modern, 1066 Country and Visit Eastbourne.
South East Creatives and other complementary programmes will help
businesses and freelancers adapt to the changing environment. We are
re-designing the Creative Open Workspace programme to respond to
the shift towards home working and local working.
We continue to work with the voluntary sector in our communities and
develop activities for residents, acknowledging the significant effects on
wellbeing caused by the pandemic.

Sussex Modern
This recently launched initiative combines art
galleries and houses with vineyards and natural
locations to re-frame Sussex in a new light. Taking
its inspiration from the artists, writers and thinkers
who made Sussex their home in the early part of
the last century, Sussex Modern celebrates the very
best of contemporary culture.

https://vimeo.com/405365712

Charleston, the Bloomsbury Home of Art and Ideas, Firle

Bluebell Vineyard Estates, Furner’s Green
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Mission 4
Better places, fuller lives
We can improve lives and places by taking
steps to encourage local engagement and
diversity. We need to shape our County for
a sustainable, inclusive and resilient future.

Mission 4 Better places, richer lives
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As the recovery develops, people will use space in different ways.
We will support the revival and adaptation of town centres, including
Covid-19 secure spaces.
We have a strategy to empower local communities to help shape places
and reflect the county’s diversity. Our District and Borough Councils are
streamlining processes for change of use.
We will support adapting empty retail sites and spaces in ways that
improve local facilities and we are investigating what kinds of property
businesses really need in order to grow. We also want to encourage
open-air trading and business activity.
We have already secured substantial amounts of money through the
Local Growth, Getting Building and Growing Places Funds, all of which
will help provide jobs and growth across the county.
We will support and promote applications to future and current funding
streams such as the Future High Streets, Stronger Towns, Sector Support
and Emergency Active Travel Funds. We will maximize the county’s
opportunities to participate in the Shared Prosperity Fund when it is
announced in the autumn.

Hastings Contemporary
Formerly Jerwood Gallery, this independent
beachfront gallery in historic Hastings Old Town,
celebrates the best in modern and contemporary
art with a changing programme of exhibitions.

Seafood and Wine Festival, Hastings
East Sussex hosts a number of outdoor events and
festivals, including the popular Seafood and Wine
Festival in Hastings. They provide opportunities to
promote local produce and to foster community
engagement.

Photo above: Unknown
Photo right: Scott Hortop Travel / Alamy Stock Photo
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Mission 5
Cleaner energy,
greener transport
We want to make sure our Reset takes
account of the drive towards a low-carbon,
circular economy.

Mission 5 Cleaner energy, greener transport

We are planning ways in which clean energy technologies and
de-carbonisation projects can be accelerated.
We have created an energy retrofit programme for local suppliers
to help them reduce their costs and emissions.
We will actively promote the take-up of walking and cycling that
benefits both the environment and people’s health, and deploy
new Government funding for greener transport infrastructure.
Partners are developing approaches to support the increasing
uptake of electric vehicles across the county.
Our low carbon programme is underway and provides SMEs with
free energy audits as well as grants for energy efficiency and
renewable schemes.
East Sussex Energy Partnership’s Winter Home Energy Service
supports those in fuel poverty and our Warmer Sussex programme
helps householders to retrofit domestic energy efficiency measures.
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Hastings Cargo Co, Hastings
This social enterprise start-up offers a pollutionfree delivery service in Hastings and St Leonards.
It collaborates with local businesses to deliver
directly to customers by electric cargo bike.

Photo: Hastings Cargo Co
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Mission 6
The future is digital
We believe that now is the time to capitalise
and grow digital connectivity to support the
transformation of business and the local
economy.

Mission 6 The future is digital

We will continue to invest in fast broadband for businesses
and homes throughout East Sussex.
We recognise the need to increase digital access, resources
and skills for deprived areas and communities.
While promoting the rapid adoption of 5G technology we will
continue to lobby for funding to deliver faster broadband speeds
and greater coverage for mobile, voice and data.
We are developing proposals for those working from home to
help reduce energy and unnecessary commuting, and to keep
our communities more lively during the working week.
We are planning to deliver tutorials to help businesses and
homeworkers make the most of smart technology and aid
troubleshooting.
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Spithurst Hub, Barcombe
The Hub is a vibrant business centre set in
beautiful countryside to the north of Lewes.
It provides a creative, inclusive and digitally
equipped co-working environment for professionals.

Photo: Spithurst Hub
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East Sussex Reset
What’s next?
East Sussex is a county with many faces. Remarkable for
its cultural and environmental richness, it enjoys a lifestyle
that is special even amongst England’s South East counties.
Readily accessible from the capital and with international
connections at Gatwick and the Channel ports, East Sussex
claims an innovative and agile edge. As business increasingly
looks at different ways of working, this Reset can enable East
Sussex to move forward with optimism as an enviable place
to live, work and visit.
This can only be done in partnership with those in a position
to effect change. The initiatives we highlight are positive
and relevant to every business, organisation and enterprise.
By collaborating closely, we will build a resilient future for all
those who live and work in the county.

Beautiful, sustainable countryside
for the future: Tillingham Valley

Photo: Jim Northover

Team East Sussex acknowledges the vital
support of East Sussex County Council and the
participation of all partners and contributors.

We hope you feel that the initiatives highlighted in
this report are positive and relevant to your business,
organisation or enterprise.
If you have ideas of your own to seize opportunities
arising as a result of the pandemic, we’d love to hear
them, by emailing us here.
Periodic updates on the progress we are making will
feature in the Business East Sussex newsletter which
you can receive by signing up here.
Your email address will not be shared beyond Team
East Sussex and will not be used for marketing
purposes.
If you would like details on national and local support
available to help your business, visit the Business East
Sussex Growth Hub or call the team on 01273 33587.
This guide is a summary of our Economy Recovery
Plan for East Sussex. A copy of the full report is
available online.
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